
The structure of an essay should look something like this: 

 

Introduction: 50 words 
1) Paraphrase the task 
2) Answer the question(s) simply 
    (don’t give details, this comes in the body) 

 

 

Body 1: 80 words 
1) Main idea 
2) Supporting point 1 
3) Example / explanation 
4) Supporting point 2 

 

 

Body 2: 80 words 
1) Main idea 
2) Supporting point 1 
3) Example / explanation 
4) Supporting point 2 

 

 

Conclusion: 50 words 
1) Summarise main ideas 
2) Give your opinion 

 

          As you can see there is a total of 260 words. It is better to write a bit more than a bit less as you will 

lose marks if there are not the minimum 250 words. There is no maximum but you do need to finish the 

essay otherwise you will lose marks. I personally suggest that you write no more than 270 words as you may 

risk not finishing in time. 

          In IELTS every word counts. 

e.g.: Yesterday I bought a car from a friend of mine. 

In this sentence there are 10 words. Since every word counts, writing 260 words in 20 minutes is not difficult. 

On average it means you have to write 13 words a minute, easy if you have PLANNED your response before 

you begin writing. 

          When checking there are four things to look for: 

Structure 

Ideas 

Grammar 

Spelling 

 

The first two are more important because even if you have made mistakes in grammar and spelling the idea 

of the sentence can usually be understood. 

e.g.: I eat many sugar. (much sugar or a lot of sugar) 

         I bought a car. (past simple should have a time expression such as ‘yesterday’ at the end of the 

sentence) 

         I eat meet. (meat) 

         I like taking fotos. (photos) 

(source: ‘Writing For IELTS, a guide to structuring your response’, by W. Shearmur) 



          In IELTS both British and American grammar and spelling are accepted but do NOT mix the languages 

together. 

 

e.g.: On weekends I like going to the shopping centre. 

 

This is a wrong sentence as you have both American and British English. ‘On weekends’ is American, while 

‘centre’ is the British spelling. To correct it you can either write: 

 

At weekends I like going to the shopping centre. (British) 

Or 

On weekends I like going to the shopping center. (American) 

 

The whole essay must be in one or the other, NOT IN BOTH. 

 

          ‘Structure’ relates to dividing your essay into meaningful paragraphs; and ‘ideas’ refers to whether or 

not your ideas answer or are relevant to the topic. 

 

          So, what does this all mean in a practical sense? 

Look at the following topic. 

 

          We are becoming increasingly dependent on computers. They are used in businesses, hospitals, crime 

detection and even to fly planes. What things will they be used for in the future? Is this dependence on 

computers a good thing or should we be more suspicious of their benefits? 

 

          First you need to ‘understand the task’. This is basically done by underlining the key words in the task 

and noticing how many questions there are. If you do not answer one of them, you will loose marks. 

 

We are becoming increasingly dependent on computers. They are used in businesses, hospitals, crime 

detection and even to fly planes. What things will they be used for in the future? Is this dependence on 

computers a good thing or should we be more suspicious of their benefits? 

 

          Now you are able to ‘brainstorm’ (think of as many ideas as you can about the topic). 

 

1 
 
Learning: 

 Internet 

 Touch screens 

 School at home 
 
Cars: 

 Auto piloting 

 Reduce accidents 

 Safer roads 
 

For                                 2                         Against 
 
Help with work                                           Make us lazy 
 
Discover new things                                  Become too dependent on 
them 
 
Bring people together                              Take over our lives 
 
                                                                      Become less sociable 
                                                                             Not true relationships 
 
                                                                      Less active 

 

 

(source: ‘Writing For IELTS, a guide to structuring your response’, by W. Shearmur) 



          Once this is done you can now ‘sort out ideas’, decide which ones you are going to use or not. 

 

1 
 
Learning: 

 Internet 

 Touch screens 

 School at home 
 
Cars: 

 Auto piloting 

 Reduce accidents 

 Safer roads 
 

For                                 2                         Against 
 
Help with work                                           Make us lazy 
 
Discover new things                                  Become too dependent on 
them 
 
Bring people together                              Take over our lives 
 
                                                                      Become less sociable 
                                                                             Not true relationships 
 
                                                                      Less active 

 

 

          From this you can make a ‘skeleton’ of the essay (a general outline of the essay). 

 

1) Intro: Become dependent on computers 

                Can use them for learning 

                Be more suspicious 

 

2) How use them for learning? 

                Use internet 

                Touch screen TVs 

                Interactive / more interesting 

                Discover more things 

                Bring nationalities together 

 

3) Make people lazy 

                Less sociable 

                Not true relationships 

                Less active 

 

4) Conclusion: Must remember that computers are tools not a way of life. 

 

          Once you have this, writing the essay becomes so much easier. All you need to do is put your plan into 

words. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(source: ‘Writing For IELTS, a guide to structuring your response’, by W. Shearmur) 



Essay: 

 

          Nowadays computers are used in all walks of life, from hospitals to flying planes. In the future they 

could conceivably be used to teach students via internet, making learning more accessible to everyone, while 

bringing different nationalities together. This could on the other hand lead to greater social problems. 

(49 words) 

 

          As computers and internet are becoming ever more powerful and quicker, schooling could easily be 

done by using this technology. Touch screen TVs could be linked up to a teacher using webcams, meaning 

that children wouldn’t have to leave the safety of their own homes. This is an important issue for many 

parents as violence in schools is increasing rapidly. Learning geography could become more interesting as the 

lessons would be more interactive, for example, using maps that you can zoom in on and see different 

geographical features. Not only this but your ‘classmates’ could be from different countries. 

(99 words) 

 

          The only problem with this is that the children would not have direct contact with other children, 

meaning that their social skills may not develop as well as they otherwise would. As they grow up this could 

lead to greater problems for society in that they will fear the outside world more. Therefore the use of 

computers in this way may lead us to become increasingly introvert. 

(67 words) 

 

          To conclude I would say that even though computers may make our lives easier we must not forget 

that they are not a means to an end. We must not lose sight of the fact that computers are tools and not a 

way of life. 

(45 words) 

(Total: 260 words) 

 

          From the colour coding you can see the structure of the essay more clearly. The introduction 

paraphrases the topic and answers both questions simply. The second paragraph (body 1) begins with the 

main idea (in red) then is followed by a supporting point (in green). This is further explained by the sentence 

in blue. The underlined words are taken directly from the plan highlighting the fact that I just followed the 

plan while writing. You may have noticed that not all the ideas were used. This is because while you are 

writing, further editing of the ideas may happen depending on the length of the essay and the time left. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(source: ‘Writing For IELTS, a guide to structuring your response’, by W. Shearmur) 


